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Artistic Decorations on Firearms

It seems bizarre that deadly weapons were and still are, decorated. Records
from thousend of years since the Bronze Age prove that people strived not only
to decorate themselves, but also their weapons. The weapon was always a
symbol of masculinity and wealth of the owner in the same way as cars or
houses are today.

Firearms given as presents should primarily please the person receiving them,
secondly show that the person giving them had taste and wealth, and thirdly
show the high esteem the person giving the weapon held for the person
receiving it. In high society, decorated weapons not only served their intended
use, but also represented prestige and high esteem.

Hunting and target shooting were reserved mainly for the wealthy. Many of
these weapons were decorated with hunting or love scenes.

Ornately decorated examples of hand cannons or impressive bronze cannon
barrels showed the pride of their owners for a unique piece. A beautifully
decorated officer’s pistol was a true gem that accessorized the exclusive
uniforms of the officers. The plain soldier, had to be satisfied with undecorated
weapons.
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Decorations in Metal

Chasing

Chasing is a way of decorating a metal surface. The term stems from the French word
‘ciseau’, that is equivalent to the German word ‘Meissel’ or English, chisel. With a chisel,
metal can be shaped with or without creating shavings. Originally the word chasing was
meant to describe the three dimensional shaping of metal to produce decorations. Today,
the word chasing is often used to describe an engraving or an artistically sculpted
decoration. Chasing stands mainly as a generic term for various methods of artistic
decorations of metal objects. These manufacturing methods include engraving, chiseling,
embossing, chasing, burnishing and all other methods that are necessary for three
dimensional decorations of metal. The trade of the chaser requires a high standard of skill
and artistic ability. It is also expected that he can service and supply the various tools and
fixtures. This trade represents one of the noblest craftsmenship, and deserves  highest
recognition. 

Following, the individual activities of the chaser are described.

Abb. 13 – 1a Chasing Tools:

Making of three dimensional
decorations in metal without
producing shavings
1 Graver 6 Punch
2 Chisel 7 Putty bowl
3 Files 8 Engraving vise
4 Fret saw 9 Engraving vise
5 Chasing hammer

Abb. 13 – 1b

Ca. 1580: Double Wheel Lock Pistol, Augsburg
Rüstkammer, Staatliche Kunstsammlung Dresden; Photo: DrRüKa
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Material Deforming Decoration Work

Forge Embossment

As early as the Middle Ages, the village black smith decorated his work with simple
ornaments. With punches and relief chisels, simple ornaments were put onto the surface
of a piece by displacing material. This could be accomplished in a cold or hot state of the
part. A Master Smith of reputation usually signed the parts while the were glowing with a
stamp showing his signature. The depressions were usually blackened.

Applications on Firearms:
One of the oldest such signatures is found on a fist gun from the 14th century.

Abb. 13 – 2a Supplies

Hardened embossing punch
with mirror image negative
relief

Forging Hammer

Abb. 13 – 2b Ca. 1375:
Hand Cannon

Stamp embossing of signatures

Museum Moravska, Trebova
Photo: DoVl, page 179

Abb. 13 – 2c Ca. 1470:
Tiber Gun

Chisel embossing off a zigzag
line

Bernese Historical Museum
Photo: KuPe
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Surface Embossing

The surface or background of a motif could be significantly embellished by applying a
structure. For this, embossing with plain or structured punches of various shapes or
structures on the front were driven into the work. The resulting surface was usually
blackened. 

Applications on Firearms: 
On early weapons, barrels and other metal parts were decorated with surface embossing.

Abb. 13 – 3a Accessories:

Hardened structure punches
of various structured surfaces

Forging hammer

Abb. 13 – 3b Ca. 1660:
Spanish Snaphaunce
Pistol

Surface embossing on the
background of a relief

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 3c Ca. 1870:
Lefaucheux Double Rifle

Surface embossing of the
background

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Decorative Embossing

Pre-cast or chiseled relief decorations could visually be improved by embossing. This
meant for example, flattening with a glossing punch or structuring with a structured
punch. To achieve this, the punch, a hardened iron rod with a structure, motif or shape at
the front was driven onto the surface with a hammer. 
Contours of flat cut surfaces were improved by redrawing them with contoured punches of
various shapes to detail the design.  
The depressions usually had a special structure and were blackened. Decorative embos-
sing is mainly found on flat and relief works. 

Application on firearms:
Application on Firearms:
On firearms decorative embossings are found on bronze barrels of canons, pistol knobs,
thumb pieces and side plates.

Abb. 13 – 4a Supplies:

Various heat treaded shape or
contour punches with
improved surfaces

Punching hammer

Abb. 13 – 4b Ca. 1640:
Six Pound Cannon,
Johann Heinrich Heinz,
Berlin

Decorative embossing on the
barrel handles

Historisches Museum, Berlin
Photo: MüHe, page 200

Abb. 13 – 4c Ca. 1720:
Flint Lock Pistol, France

Decorative embossing on the
bronze pistol stock

Private Collection
Photo: MüHe, page 136
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Ornament Embossing

Ornament embossing was achieved by driving an ornament punch into a solid metal part.
In this way, borders and geometric ornaments could be applied relatively easily. The
ornaments were lined up or put into the desired geometric pattern. The displaced material
on the edges on the ornament was filed off and the depressions chemically colored.
The labeling with numbered punches was a part of ornament embossing.

Application on Firearms:
On some weapons, lock and side plates were improved by ornamented embossing.

Abb. 13 – 5a Supplies:

Heat treaded punches with
mirror image, negative contour
of the decoration

Embossing hammer

Abb. 13 – 5b Ca. 1650:
Snaphaunce Pistol, Spain

Ornament embossing on
handle edge

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 5c Ca. 1820:
Flintlock Pistol,
Switzerland

Triangular ornaments as
framework of a side plate

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Chasing and Repoussé with Hammer

When chasing, entire vessels are crafted from soft sheet metal, for example of copper.
Contrary to engraving and chiseling, chasing only deforms and does not produce chips.
Soft glowing copper or brass was chased into a concave shape with a special chasing
hammer or punch. The metal was chased onto hard rubber or chasing putty. Chasing
hammers were used on larger projects mainly. For smaller pieces such as plates, punches
were preferred. 

Application on Firearms:
On firearms, chasing can be found on butt plates and occasionally on pistol knobs.

Abb. 13 – 6a Supplies

Chasing hammer or various
rounded, hardened chasing
punches

Chasing surface from hard
rubber or putty bowl

Abb. 13 – 6b Ca. 1650:
Spanish Ripoll Pistol

Chasing work in iron on the
pistol knob

Owner not known
Photo: SaDa, page 50

Abb. 13 – 6c Ca. 1820:
Flintlock Pistol, Albania

Chasing work in brass on the
basic shape of the stock
covering

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Sheet Metal Chasing

Sheet metal chasing were also a shaping method where the decoration is applied by
shaping a soft piece of thin metal. The soft sheet metal is placed onto chasing putty. With
a specialized chasing punch, the raised decorations are chased from the backside. The
indentations of the chasing work are formed and structured from the front side. The
application of ornaments by displacing material with the aid of chisel shaped punches is
also called chasing.

Applications on Firearms:
In Europe, shape chasing on firearms is not often applied. This method to apply chased
decorative tin pieces on weapons has mainly been used in the near and middle east. 

Abb. 13 – 7a Supplies:

Heat treaded shape – and
chasing punches without edges

Chasing hammer
Chasing ball with chasing putty
and support

Abb. 13 – 7b Ca. 1840:
Flint Lock Pistol, Albania

Ornaments in brass sheet
metal

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 7c Ca. 1850:
Snaphaunce Lock Pistol,
Turkey

Ornaments in the breach plug
cover

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Roll Embossing

The so-called roll embossing method was used for the mass production of decorations
which looked like engravings or inscriptions on rotation pieces such as gun barrels. The
decoration or inscription was cut raised and in mirror image on an eccentric cam. The
resulting embossing surface was then heat treaded. In the roll embossing method, the
design was applied to either a red hot or cold barrel. Afterwards the displaced material
was then removed. Roll embossing strongly resembles engravings.

Applications on Firearms:
After the end of the 17th century, this method was used in many firearms factories. 

Abb. 13 – 8a Roll embossing

Hardened embossing cylinder

Embossing machine

Abb. 13 – 8b Ca. 1870:
Lefaucheux Revolver

Rotation embossing on cylinder

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 8c 1886:
Roll embossing excentre

Weapons factory Liege,
Belgium

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Machine Stamp Embossing

With the advancing industrialization, decorations and inscriptions were increasingly
embossed with hardened dies using steam, oil or mechanical presses.
 
Applications on Firearms:
Embossing is found on the lock plate and other parts of firearms.

Abb. 13 – 9a Supplies:
Smaller series:
Heat treaded die with mirror
image and negative decora-
tion; embossing hammer

Larger series:
Punch embossing machine with
heat treaded die

Abb. 13 – 9b Ca. 1740:
Brown Bess Musket,
England

Die Embossing

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 9c Ca. 1742:
Dreyse Needle Ignition
Rifle M. 1842, Prussia

Die embossing on barrel end

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Machine Sheet Metal Strip Embossing

Silver and brass sheet metal strips with raised ornaments were produced in large numbers
in the near and middle east. The positive of the ornament was applied onto a hardened,
rotating steel cylinder. The rotating embossing cylinder was pressed against the backside
of the very thin sheet metal band that lies on a soft surface. A moving lead or leather
band was used as a soft surface. Embossing putty was also used for this purpose.
Repeating ornaments were pressed into the decoration band from the rear. Custom
decorated covering strips were also embossed in a press with a positive ornament die that
had the shape of the finished part. The beauty and precision of the decoration depended
on the quality of the engraving in the die.

Applications on Firearms:
During the Middle of the 18. Century, this method of decorating was mainly used in the
Middle East and Eastern Europe.

Abb. 13 – 10a Supplies:

Heat treaded embossing
cylinder with raised mirror
image, repeated motifs

Roll embossing machine for
sheet metal work

Abb. 13 – 10b Ca. 1870:
Pistol Stock Decoration,
Orient

Embossed strip decoration

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 10c Ca. 1780:
Snaphaunce Long Gun,
North Africa

Punch and machine embossed
decoration band from iron

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Material Removing Decorating

Chiseled Forging

Since the embossing of iron parts was rather difficult, ornaments were chiseled by
removing material from the part with a coarse, grooved chisel. The finished grooves were
usually blackened. The work was often carried out by the village Black Smith and usually
consisted of simple ornaments.

Applications on Firearms:
This chisel work was occasionally found on barrels of early firearms

Abb. 13 – 11a Supplies:

Groove chisel with various
cutting shapes

Hammer

Abb. 13 – 11b Ca. 1480:
Half Wall Gun

Chiseled Signature

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 11c 1514:
Tinder Lock Gun

Chiseled scripture on the
barrel

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Copper Engravings

Fine lines are engraved by removing material into a flat copper, brass or bronze piece
with the help of a graver. The graver is suitable for delicate ornaments and motifs. On
copper engravings for prints, the motif was applied in mirror image. For decorations on
weapons and on other articles it is engraved in the original form. The engraving depth
was controlled by changing the angle of the graver. The advance and direction of the
engraving was controlled by pushing and turning the engraving base. The grooves of the
engraving were colored with either paint or chemicals.

Use on Firearms:
On firearms, the copper engraving technique was mainly used on flat pieces using non-
ferrous metals such as side plates.

Abb. 13 – 12a Supplies:

Graver with variously shaped
cutting heads

Movable engraving base

Abb. 13 – 12b Ca. 1740:
Flint Lock Tromblon
Boessel, Zella

Copper engraving on the
ornament of the trigger guard

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 12c Ca. 1750:
Flint Lock Gun

Engraved side plate

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Steel Engraving

Fine lines are cut with gravers removing material from the steel piece. Steel engravings
have crisper edges and the base material is harder. The procedure is the same as for
copper engraving. The edged grooves are usually colored, as well. This type of engraving
was heavily used on steel parts as barrels and lock plates.

Use on Firearms:
On weapons, steel engravings are used on barrels, lock plates and on fittings. 

Abb. 13 – 13a Supplies:

Graver with various cutting
head shapes

Movable engraving base

Abb. 13 – 13b Ca. 1640:
Wheel Lock Gun, France

Steel engraving of figures and
ornaments on the lock plate 

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 13c Ca. 1880:
Afghan Percussion Rifle

Engraved ornaments on lock
plate and hammer

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Viennese Ornament Engraving

The Viennese engraving style uses a flat graving tool instead of a ‘V’ shaped one. To
engrave thin lines, the edge of the graver is used. For the transition into a radius, the flat
graver is slowly tilted into a flatter position, producing a widening line. The flat graver is
very suitable for the engraving of flowing decorative scripts or for delicate ornaments. The
cutting of a clean Viennese engraving requires great skills. It can be made with a graver
or chisel. The cut grooves are blackened.

Use on Firearms:
This technique is found in delicate ornaments and scripts, mainly on flat metal parts of
artistically decorated guns. 

Abb. 13 – 14a Supplies:

Flat graver

Blackening of the cuts

Abb. 13 – 14b Ca. 1800:
Pattern for Viennese
Engraving

Decorations on breach plug

Blueprint
Photo: MeJB

Abb. 13 – 14c Ca. 1840:
Heavy Percussion Target
Rifle

Ruckstuhl, Lucern, Switzerland

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Trembling Cut

A flat graver is used in a side to side whipping motion to produce a zigzag line that can
be used to frame a motif. Shape, depth, width and distance of the zigzag line depend on
the pressure, swaying and advance of the graver. The grooves are usually colored.
Trembling cuts are rather rare in central Europe.

Use on Firearms:
On weapons, trembling cuts are mainly seen on decorative sheet metal and butt plates of
Oriental weapons.

Abb. 13 – 15a Supplies:

Flat graver

Blackening of the grooves

Abb. 13 – 15b Trembling Cut
Possibilities

Edged zigzag
Single or double zigzag with
decorative engravings
Waved zigzag
Waved zigzag single or double

StCu, page 112

Abb. 13 – 15c Ca. 1870:
Percussion Shot Gun,
Turkey

Trembling cut on the butt
The trembling cut is very
uneven and for this reason is
not of high quality.

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Flat Engraving

The flat engraving is deeper than the steel engraving and consists of two levels. The flat
engraving is done with various gravers. Usually the background contour is cut out first
and after that the background surface is leveled. The lower plane represents the
background and is often structured with an embossing that is blackened.

Use on Firearms:
On weapons, flat engravings are found on lock plates and the top side of barrels.

Abb. 13 –16a Supplies:

Groove, wedge, round and flat
gravers, possibly various
chisels

Abb. 13 – 16b Ca. 1720:
Flint Lock Hunting Rifle

Flat engraving on cock and
lock plate

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 16c Ca. 1840:
Double Barrel Shotgun,
Beretta, Italy

Flat engraving on lock plate

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Repercé

Repercé is a breaking through engraving technique, where flat engraving is done with a
graver on relatively thin sheet metal. Parts of the ornament are removed by applying deep
engraving cuts. By doing this, filigree cut through decoration is created and is additionally
decorated with engravings and relief on the surface. For larger decorations, the cutouts
were also made with chisels or even drills, saws and files. Repercé engravings belong to
the most beautiful decorations and require outstanding artistic and manual skills.

Use on Firearms:
This technique was mainly used on presentation guns, on side plates or to decorate
powder horns.

Abb. 13 – 17a Supplies:

‘V’ shaped graver or chasing
saw to break through, files to
finish the openings, various
gravers to create the orna-
ments, moveable engraving
base

Abb. 13 – 17b Ca. 1680:
Presentation Wheel Lock
Gun, Breslau, Poland

Attached gold plated repercé
engravings

Feste Coburg
GeAl, page 92

Abb. 13 – 17c Ca. 1750:
Hunting Gun, France

Repercé in iron on gunstock

Owner not known
Photo: DuJa, page 158
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Relief Engraving

A relief engraving results in a 3 dimensional motif. The main motif of a decoration is
created as a 3 dimensional ornament with the help of gravers and chisels. A high quality
surface is achieved by embossing and polishing. Often the motif is pre-cast in bronze or
brass and then its surface is worked on and refined with gravers and punches.

Use on Firearms:
Pistol knobs and barrels of presentation weapons are typical examples.

Abb. 13 – 18a Supplies:

Chisel and graver with various
cutting contours, various
surface structure and shape
punches, moveable engraving
base and putty bowl

Abb. 13 – 18b Ca. 1720:
Flint Lock Pistol

Relief engraving at the breach
of a ornate pistol, Leopold
Becher, D. A.

Owner unknown
Photo: DuJa, page 176

Abb. 13 – 18c Ca. 1650:
Richly decorate Pistol
A. Gaugin, Paris, France

Relief engraving in New Gothic
style

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Damask Engraving

In the craft of engraving, Damask engraving was known as an engraved surface decora-
tion with a decorative effect similar to a true edged Damask surface. The engraver
attempted to decorate the surface with charming arabesques without the use of prior
markings. They can have wild, but very decorative geometrical contours. Good Damask
engravings required very high level of manual skill; it was not cheap imitation, but a very
valuable surface refinement. With a chemical colouring process, very nice effects could be
achieved. Damask engravings have nothing in common with Damask imitations which
were applied on reasonably priced guns towards the end of the 19th century.

Use on Firearms:
Rarely used on presentation guns

Abb. 13 – 19a Supplies:

Graver with various cutting
edges

Abb. 13 – 19b Ca.1900:
Cover on pistol case

Damask engraved surface

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Chisel Work

On chisel work, contrary to copper and steel edgings, the lines were cut into the surface
by removing material with hammer and chisel. The use of the chisel allows stronger lines
to be cut into harder materials. Chiseled engravings are less elegant and don’t have the
fine lines of the work made with a graver. However, they are more resistant to wear and
tear.
 
Use on Firearms:
On weapons, chisel work can be found on barrel surfaces, lock plates, pistol knobs and
butt plates. 

Abb. 13 – 20a Supplies:

Groove, radius and flat chisel
with various cutting contours,
embossing and contour
punches to finish surfaces,
chasing hammer, putty bowl

Abb. 13 – 20b Ca. 1740:
Tromblon, Boessel, Zella

Chisel work on the tang

The coarse decorations have
been chiseled; the finer ones
have been done with a graver

Private Collection, Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 20c Ca. 1855:
Over-under Pistol,
Brescia, Italy

Chiseled decorations on lock
plate

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Machine Engraving

Inscriptions and simple, usually coarse decorations, were made with an engraving milling
machine with a pantograph system. Machine engravings serve mainly to label parts.
Today, these decorations are transferred with a computer controlled system onto the
work.

Use on Firearms:
On historic weapons, machine engravings were rarely used. They are however, occasio-
nally found on industrial reproductions.

Abb. 13 – 21a Supplies:

Engraving machine

Template or computer
controlled engraving milling
machine

Abb. 13 – 21b Ca. 1920:
Engraving Machine with
Pantograph Guide

Photo: StCu, page 46

Abb. 13 – 21c Ca. 1950:
Percussion Pistol,
Industrial Reproduction 

Machine engraving of
decorations on a lock plate 

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Edged Decorations

Etched decorations were known and used mainly by the manufacturers of amour already
in the 12th century. For this process, the surface of the motif which should not be etched
but appear raised, is covered with a paintable, acid resistant liquid, for example, tar
diluted with turpentine oil. After this covering layer has dried, the motif was scratched into
it and the acid was applied. It was left to take effect for some time. After the edging
process, the acid and the cover layer were removed. The edging was chemically
neutralized and protected from rusting by the use of wax or oil.

Use on Firearms:
This technique was rarely used on firearms, because etchings were not very deep and the
motifs usually not precise. On armor, this technique was the most frequently used for
decorations.

Abb. 13 – 22a Supplies:
Acid resisting covering
component 
Paint brush and edging tool
Acid and neutralizing fluid,
colourant

Abb. 13 – 22b 1597:
Cartridge container,
Germany

Flat edging, blackened

Kunstsammlung der Veste Coburg
Photo: ScJo, page 43

Abb. 13 –22c Ca. 1800:
Flint Lock Pocket Pistol,
Pirmet, Paris

Ornamental edging on lateral
iron parts of the lockbox

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Identification of Various Engraving Techniques

Engraving Chiseling Chasing Refinement

� Sharp edged
� Uniform, elegant
� Changing groove width
� Dull, possibly with

Longitudinal grooves

� Sharp edge with various
depths

� Uniform, slightly coarse
� Changing groove width
� Dull, possibly with

Longitudinal grooves

� Sharp edged
� Elegant and precise
� Changing groove width
� Shiny

Edging

 
Machine Engraving Scratch Work

� Frayed edges
� Uniform, elegant
� Undercut, low depth
� Rough surface

� Sharp edged milling marks
� Uniform width and depth
� Milling marks
� Lifeless appearance

� Uneven
� Undefined edges
� Longitudinal scratches
� Unsophisticated appea-

rance

Eroding Chasing Embossing

� Very precise
� Dull surface
� Used after 1960

� Sharp edges with layers
� Uniform, elegant
� Possibly ridges on the side
� Shiny in some areas

� Precise, but not very sharp
edges

� Bulged on all sides
� Positioning difficult

Abb. 13 - 23   Identification of various engraving techniques
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Decorations by Adding Materials

Damascening Inlay

The Egyptians used the damascening inlays very early. A metal such as brass for example,
was inlayed into a depression in iron, with an interlocking connection without gluing or
soldering. The lateral edges have undercuts into which the insert is driven. For this reason,
the parts to be inserted must be of a softer material than the main piece. Usually silver,
gold or brass are used as inlay material. The motif is worked out of the inserted metal
usually only after it was inlayed. 
(Caution: there are decorative methods which could be mistaken for encrustation)

Use on Firearms:
Damascene inlays have been used on presentation weapons to provide a surface for the
signature or name of a gunsmith, as well as for decorations on the barrel.

Abb. 13 – 24a Supplies:

Groove and cutting chisel
Chasing punch
Engraving hammer
Files and polishing compounds

Abb. 13 – 24b 1737:
Flintlock Gun

Signature of Johann Florian
Muoser, from Burglen in gold
on the barrel

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 24c Ca. 1850:
Percussion Pistol, Italy

Name of the gunsmith on the
lock plate

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Surface Inlay

For this method, a metal, usually a soft piece of sheet metal with a larger surface is solidly
connected to the base material by using undercuts and barbs. It is important that the inlay
material is substantially softer than the base material so that the hooks in the connecting
surface are not flattened when the inlay is hammered in. For surface inlays, a depression
of the thickness of the insert is worked out first. In this depression, small barbs are cut out
with a chisel. The soft precious metal inlay is hammered onto the depression with the
barbs using a punch and then polished flat.

Use on Firearms:
This inlay method is used for gold ornaments on lock plates and on the barrel surface of
presentation guns. 

Abb. 13 – 25a Supplies:

Groove and cutting chisel
Chasing punch
Engraving hammer
Files and polishing compound

Abb. 13 – 25b Ca. 1740:
Flint Lock Gun, England

A gold plate was first inlayed
into the barrel. The ornament
was engraved afterwards. 

Owner unknown
Photo: BaWi, page 58

Abb. 13 – 25c Ca. 1820:
Japanese Match Lock
Pistol

Surface inlay into the barrel of
a dragon in gold

Owner unknown
Photo: SaAd, page 31
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Encrustation

An easier method of surface inlay is roughening the surface with many little hooks on
which the thin inlay material is anchored. This method is cost effective. The decoration
however, is not very resistant. A better bond can be achieved by soldering the decorative
tin into the depression.

Use on Firearms:
Encrustation is found often on weapons from North America, Turkey, the Middle East and
the Indian sub continent. In Europe, encrustation is found on lower priced ornate guns.

Abb. 13 – 26a Supplies:

Roughing punch
Possibly glue
Fitting punch
Engraving hammer

Abb. 13 – 26b Ca. 1800:
Snaphaunce Gun,
Eastern Europe

Encrusted barrel

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 26c Ca. 1860:
Miquelet-Pistol, Spain

Worn off, low quality
encrusting, barbed lines still
visible

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Niello Work

Niello work is one of the oldest methods of metal decorating. In a chiseled, about ½ mm
deep depression with clean contours corresponding to the design, Niello - a metallic filler
material - was carefully inserted and afterwards cured in an oven. 
Niello is essentially a sulphur metal mixture that has, depending on the recipe, more or
less silver content. Depending on the content of the metal, Niello has a hard or soft
quality and light or dark coloring. Thanks to its beauty and esthetic look of black, grey
ornaments, Niello was very sought after.

Use on Firearms:
Niello work was rarely used on firearms and if so, only when the heat of the burning-in of
the material did not have any impact on the strength or accuracy of the part.

Abb. 13 – 27a Supplies:

Chisels, same as for flat
engraving
Contour and structure punches
Niello oven

Abb. 13 – 27b Ca. 1870:
Ramrod with ramrod
tube, southern Italy

Cylindrical sheet in silver with
rich ornament engravings and
Niello inlays, Eastern influence
is clearly recognizable.

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 27c Ca. 1880:
Lefaucheux-Double
Barrel Rifle, France

Breech plug with Niello
background

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Surface Refining Decorations

Gold and Silver Plating

The oldest method of gold plating metal surfaces starts by applying an acid resistant layer
to cover the sections of the part that are not to be plated. The surface of an iron part
which is to be gold plated is first copper plated in an acidic copper bath that contains
sulfuric acid, copper sulfate or copper vitriol. In a second step, a gold layer is applied
onto the clean copper layer in a gold bath that consists of potassium gold cyanide.

Use on Firearms:
Flat and raised ornaments on decorated guns were often accentuated even more by gold
plating.

Abb. 13 – 28a Supplies:

Acid resistant cover paint
Degreasing compound
Copper plating bath
Gold plating set-up

Abb. 13 – 28b Ca. 1730:
Gold plated lock plate of
a flint lock gun, England

Owner unknown
Photo: Duja, page 115

Abb. 13 – 28c Ca. 1860:
Powder Horn, France

Gold plated Repercé

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Decoration by Surface Coloring

Browning

Browning of iron was achieved with a brown coloring which at the same time shows a
decorative contrast to brass fittings and gives it protection against rust. In the Hanover
magazine of 1781, there is a recipe that uses antimony trichloride (Spiessglanzbutter). The
book, “The English Gunsmith of 1832”, says that the gun barrel is painted with a mixture
of diluted hydrochloric and nitric acid (Scheidewasser) and then let to sit for a week.
Afterwards, a bit of oil is applied; the barrel is dried off, polished with a hard brush and a
bit of wax. Depending on the recipe, a brown, green-brown or dark brown coloring of the
iron will result.

Abb. 13 – 29 Ca. 1600:
Flint Lock Target Rifle,
Hans Jakob Boller,
Zurich, Switzerland

Browned barrel with signature
inlay in gold

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Bluing

Gold decoration on a blued background looks very distinguished. Before the bluing, the
decorations were carefully covered with tar or acid resistant lacquer. The following
instructions from 1877 for bluing a blue-black coloring on iron without heat read: “The
well cleaned parts are hung in copper vitriol for a few minutes so as to develop a hard
layer of copper on the surface. After rinsing the parts in water they are dipped for several
minutes in a week solution of sodium sulfide and hydrochloric acid to produce a blue-
black layer of copper sulfate. This gives a permanent protection from air and water. In a
bath of a watery sodiumthiosulfate, lead acetate and tartar solution, a steel blue coloring
can be produced.

Abb. 13 – 30 1780:
Presentation Flint Lock
Gun, Russia

Blued Barrel with Gold Inlay by
Johann Grecke, St. Petersburg

Wallace Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Decoration with Surface Refined Damask

A very beautiful and artistic possibility to decorate a firearm, is the use of a Damask barrel
is. When producing Damask barrels, two or more steel rods or bands of different
hardness are forged together lengthwise. Depending on the construction, they are folded
several times and forged together again. The resulting band is formed over a mandrel
lengthwise into a pipe and forge welded together with an overlapping seam. This pipe is
twisted lengthwise over the mandrel in hot condition. Both ends are sawed off and the
barrel is bored clean inside and ground on the outside. The outside surface can be
edged. During this process, the surface of the harder materials is edged more then the
softer material. In this way, the barrel surface ends-up in a very nice surface structure
which by further chemical treatment becomes even more enhanced. Initially, Damask
barrels were mainly used on ornate guns. Later, at the end of the 18th century, they were
often used on hunting rifles because of their strength and low weight.
See also Chapter 6, Pipes and Barrels, Damascus Barrels, page137 

Abb. 13 – 31a Ca. 1740:
Combination Damask
Barrel End
Flintlock Tromblon of I.V.

Boessel, Zella

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe

Abb. 13 – 31b Ca. 1740:
Combination Damask
Muzzle 
Flintlock Tromblon of I.V.

Boessel, Zella

Private Collection
Photo: KuPe
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Decorations in Wood, Bone and Horn

Stock Shapes and Selections of Wood

A relatively easy method to achieve a beautiful firearm is to select a nice type of wood for
example, root crocks. An elegant shape of the stock and optimal treatment of its surface
can significantly improve the look of a weapon. In this way, a firearm can showcase its
beauty without additional decorations.

Use on firearms:
Most firearms that were built for daily use usually had a French stock. For decorated
guns, the stock maker could use his creative talents or pay attention to the wishes of his
client.

Fig. 13 – 32a Ca. 1590:
Wheel Lock Musket,
Strasbourg

Curved, unusual stock shape

Owner unknown
Photo: WiFr, page 6

Fig. 13 – 32b Ca. 1714:
Snaphaunce Shot Gun,
King Phillip V.

Plain curved stock shape

Private collection
Photo: KuPe 

Fig. 13 – 32c Ca. 1854:
Double barreled
percussion shot gun,
Germany

Beautiful wood grain,
J.J. Dotter, Würzburg

Owner unknown
Photo: DuJa, page 137
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Surface structuring of wood

In the area of the stock neck or the barrel bed, parallel and cross grooves can be cut at
regular intervals with a special checkering file or with a groove cutter. This results in a
grooved and trapeze shaped pattern. This structure enhances the look of a firearm and at
the same time improves the grip.

Use on Firearms:
The checker or scale decorations were used on pistols after about 1750. 

Fig. 13 – 33a Supplies:

Checkering file
Groove cutter

Fig. 13 – 33b Ca. 1810:
Percussion Pistol
Converted, Switzerland

Groups of crossing lines on
pistol handle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 13 – 33c Ca. 1870:
Officer’s Percussion
Pistol, France

Checkering on pistol handle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Recessed ornaments in wood

Curved ornaments carved into the surface of the stock result in a very beautiful and clean
decoration. They are either cut like a groove carving with a groove cutter or carved with
an appropriate carving knife. The advantage is that the decoration can be added to a
finished stock.

Use on Firearms:
These decorations could be installed at relatively low production costs on normal hunting
rifles which still had to have a certain measure of beauty and needed fairly robust
ornaments. 

Fig. 13 – 34a Supplies:

Groove cutters and carving
knives with ‘V’ shaped cutting
edge

Fig. 13 – 34b Ca. 1760:
Stock of Rococo Rifle,
Germany

Carved ornaments

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 13 – 34c Ca. 1820:
Osmanian Flint Lock
Pistol

Plain grooved decorations on
pistol neck

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Raised Wood Ornaments

Contrary to the recessed ornaments, the delicate lines of the decorations appear raised
from the surface of the stock. They look more distinguished than their recessed brothers.
The production is far more time consuming and requires much more skill to produce
elegant tendrils on a clean background. Since this process is very expensive and the
decorations are quite prone to damage, raised ornaments are applied to artistically
decorated guns only.

Fig. 13 – 35a Supplies:

Various carving knives for
background and ornament
carving

Sandpaper of various grades
and steel wool to refine the
surface

Fig. 13 – 35b Ca. 1740:
Flint Lock Hunting Gun,
Germany

Raised Ornaments on the
Stock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 13 – 35c Ca. 1880:
Flobert Rifle, Germany

Raised flower ornaments on
the stock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Relief Carving in Wood

The raised motif is carved out of the stock material as close to the design pattern as
possible with carving tools, and usually finished with sandpaper. First, the outline of the
relief is cut out of the wood. Then the relief is created with various carving knives and
eventually polished. The background is lowered and possibly structured.

Use on Firearms:
To make a stock shape or the presentation of a motif more sophisticated, relief carvings
were often used in the Baroque era.

Fig. 13 – 36a Supplies:

Various carving knives
Files and sandpaper to polish
the surface
Punches for structuring the
background

Fig. 13 – 36b Ca. 1640:
Hunting Rifle with
Nürnberger Snaphaunce
Lock

Relief carving of a hunting
scene

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 13 – 36c Ca. 1640:
Stock of Presentation
Hunting Gun

Carved dragon on walnut
stock

Livrustkamaren, Stockholm
Photo: KiJb, page 32
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Inlay Work, Marquetry in Wood

Contrary to cabinetry, inlays with various types of wood were used only rarely  on
firearms. On decorated guns, inlays in bone, colored horn, ivory, mother of pearl, ebony,
silver or even gold were however, popular. A depression corresponding to the contour of
the inlay was carved into the wood so that the inlay could be tightly fitted. Usually the
inlay was also attached with pins or glue. After the fitting, an eventual small gap could be
swelled and closed with steam. After the inlay was attached, it was polished slightly. The
inlays were usually simple ornaments and were additionally decorated with engravings.

Use on Firearms:
From the early days of presentation guns until today, inlays of ivory, bone, horn, gold,
silver, ebony, mother of pearl and other materials were used on the stocks.

Fig. 13 – 37a Supplies:
Work preparation of inlay
work: Saws, files, knives

Cutting of the depression:
Various carving knives

Inlay work: Press, punches,
hammer, moist sponge,
sandpaper

Fig. 13 – 37b Ca. 1580:
Matchlock Musket,
Germany

Engraved bone inlays

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 13 – 37c Ca. 1640:
Baroque Hunting Rifle,
Germany

Bone inlayed initials

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Wire inlays in Wood

Inlays of silver wire or thin silver or bone bands represent a special type of decoration.
The inlay band was pushed and hammered into a precut groove in the wood. The final
anchoring happened by swelling the wood with shellac or glue. After complete drying, the
inlay band was sanded to be even with the wood surface.

Use on Firearms:
In Europe, bone band inlays were used for monograms or to frame an object. Silver wire
or silver inlay bands are usually found on weapons from Eastern Europe.

Fig. 13 – 38a Supplies:

Sharp edged carving knife
Hammer and punches
Possibly shellac

Fig. 13 – 38b Ca. 1680:
Flint Lock Pocket Pistol,
Italy

Silver wire inlay in pistol
handle

Private collection
Photo: KuPe

Fig. 13 – 38c Ca. 1800:
Flint Lock Blunderbuss,
Osmania

Band silver inlay in stock

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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Bone Engravings

Bone engravings are engravings of pictures or ornaments engraved into bleached bone
or ivory. In order to achieve beautiful engravings with an even cut, the ivory or bone
cannot be brittle or grainy. It is an art to find the right material or to optimize it by treating
it with hot water. Basically, normal gravers are used. Their cutting angles have to be
adjusted for best results.

Use on Firearms:
Around 1600, bone engravings were very popular for splendour guns. In order to please
the clients, love or hunting scenes were often depicted. Usually, the engraved motif was
coloured dark.

Fig. 13 – 39 Ca. 1680:
Wheel Lock Gun,
Slovakia

Engraving on bone inlay

Muzeum Wojska, Ploskiego
Photo: DuJa, page 179

Engraving in Horn

Cow horns were softened in boiling water and brought to the desired shape over a
mandrel. During or sometimes after this process, they were bleached in suitable solutions.
Engravings were done the same way as on bone.

Use on Firearms:
Around 1600, powder horns from bleached horn were often made to accompany large
hunting rifles. An engraved and colored hunting scene was then added.

Fig. 13 – 40 Ca. 1600:
Powder horn with
hunting scene, Germany

Recessed carving in bleached
horn

Private collection            Photo: KuPe
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Relief Carving in Stag Antlers

It is easier to apply artful engravings on stag antlers than on cow horn. The technique is
basically the same. The quality of the material, as well as an optimal carving angle for the
engraver had a significant influence on the quality of the engraving. On these engravings,
the cuts were also colored dark.

Use on Firearms:
Beautiful decorations of inlayed stag with raised relieve figures are occasionally found on
exclusive guns. Some very nice powder horns made from stag, have extraordinarily
expressive, dark colored engravings. These articles demonstrate a high standard of skill
and artistic ability. They are rare and therefore of high value.

Fig. 13 – 41a Ca. 1556:
Wheel Lock Musket,
Germany

Carved stag plate

German Historical Museum, Berlin
Photo: MüHe, page 67

Fig. 13 – 41b Ca. 1800:
Stag Powder Flask,
Switzerland

Rich relief engraving on stag

Private collection
Photo: KuPe
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